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1. Let go of labelling kids.

We need an intervention on interventions.  Let’s call it 
Intervention Prevention.  And let’s not forget, the best 

intervention is a good book – one a child can and wants to 
read.

- Stephanie Harvey



What did you do to become a better reader today?

What did you learn?

What new ideas do you have?

What do you still wonder about?

What more do you want to learn about this?



 Empathy reduces the negative effects of stress in children.

 Empathy has a positive social and academic impact on kids.

When kids and teachers develop empathy, everyone wins.



Our brains are plastic, and with 
practice 98% of us are capable 
of becoming more empathetic. 

A growing bank of 
neuroscience research shows 
that literature is a key tool. 
Empathy Lab’s work is inspired 
and underpinned by 
the research showing that 
relating imaginatively to book 
characters builds real-life 
empathy skills.

Empathylab.uk

http://empathylab.uk/empathylab-research-bank


 Too often striving readers enter our classrooms at the beginning of 
the year already depleted of confidence.

 Sometimes they develop strategies to ensure they remain hidden, or 
their behaviour causes problems, resulting in them being our 
“barometer” children.



Does my classroom layout enable students to work 
frequently and fluidly in groups and in pairs?

Are there places for kids who need quieter spaces?

Does my classroom library have books that match the 
interests of all my students?

Do I model a love of reading, and show enthusiasm when 
talking about books?











Before:
Provide mentor texts
Teacher models writing
Students talk before writing and have a plan
Students don’t leave carpet until they have a plan
Teacher works with kids still at carpet



During:
Students conference with teacher during writing, set 
goals, revise, and edit.

After:
Students reflect on process, set goals for future writing, 
share with audience – celebrate!





During Reading:

What do we notice with 
the words and pictures?

What emotions are we

feeling?



After viewing pictures, 
engaging in partner talk, and 
whole class discussion, 
teacher models the write.  
Then  students will choose a 
picture from the book and 
write in character.



Any students having difficulty getting started can choose to 
stay with the teacher for further scaffolding.

The write is no longer than 15 minutes. 









“I don’t want to hear just 
about the story, I want to 
hear about why you care.”

- Faye Brownlie









1. Set the purpose, access prior knowledge

2. Attach writing to a read aloud

3. Provide talk time

4. Teacher models writing

5. Students write, teacher conferences

6. We all reflect













Empathylab.uk/







Circle of Viewpoints
The Invisible Boy

Christina Sauchak
Twitter @ MsSauchak



Character Name Character Name

Character NameCircle of Viewpoints





• Create heart maps
• Read alouds
• Interest inventories
• Spotlight important 

books
• Share photos
• Create identity webs

Brenna Willis, Brentwood Park

Get to Know Your Kids ASAP.



Nicole Wilson, Capitol Hill



Aja Geddes, Capitol Hill



 To hear many read alouds

 Books they can successfully 
read

 Tiptoe books

Choice over what they read

 Time to talk about their 
reading

 Strategies 

 Increased volume



Disrupting Thinking
by Kylene Beers and Robert E Probst













 Provide students with encouragement and feedback on their written work.

 Have students write about the texts they read.

 Increase the amount of writing students do.

 Provide a risk free environment.

 Informal writing opportunities will build confidence.



What Happened My Thinking

Section of Text My 
Thinking/Connections

Always modelled first with a picture book, gradual release of responsibility



I must set goals (with the children) for their 
learning, provide explicit instruction on the 
elements of good writing, and expect them to be 
accountable for what they have learned.  This is 
true whether my students are fluent writers or 
beginning writers just starting to put scribbles on 
paper.  Teaching makes the difference.

Lori Jamison Rog



Every Day, Every Child
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